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2015 National Show in Western Australia. 
Congratulations to our Members who were successful at the Logan Shield and then 
represented South Australia in the ANBC Championships in Mandurah. 
 
Two BSSA members achieved first placings in a field of 21 birds.  Kelwyn Kakoschke 
won the Clearwing and Opaline AOSV classes and Wayne & Jason Weidenhofer 
achieved their maiden victory in the Clearbody class. 
 
In addition, other exceptional results from the BSSA members were: 

 

 Kakoschke & Rice - 2nd in the Grey Greens, 2nd in Clearwings, 3rd in Span-
gle Double Factor, 2nd in Spangle, 2nd in the Spangle AOSV Class and 5th in 
the Hens Classes. 

 Dennis Lomman - 3rd in the Violet Class. 

 George & Bev Jones - 7th in the Violet Class. 

 Wayne Bandt - 7th in the Greywing Class. 

 Malcolm Loveridge - 7th in the Albino Class. 

 George England - 7th in the Dominant Pied Class. 

 
The above 3 class wins at ANBC level take the BSSA total to 68 wins in the 41 year his-
tory of the National Competition.  Full results from the ANBC are on the ANBC web-
site, and the complete list of class winners is printed in the Digest. 
 

Ron Norman Annual Show & Brasea State Show. 
In early July, the BSSA held our Annual Show and Brasea State Show at the Vermont 
Hall.  The day ran extremely smoothly and many members supported our Show Man-
ager to ensure another successful event. 
 
The Clearbody Cock exhibited by Jason & Wayne Weidenhofer at the ANBC Show was 
a deserving Grand Champion, with our guest judge Neale Love from South Queens-
land very complimentary of our Show and the birds benched. 
 
Following the judging and lunch, Neale hosted a question and answer session where 
we had the opportunity to learn about the budgie scene in Queensland. 
 
The BSSA extends it thanks to our Show Manager – Wayne Weidenhofer for the tre-
mendous amount of pre work put into our Shows and the members who participated 
and supported us on the day. 
 



Monthly meeting – Tuesday 4 August 2015. 
On Tuesday 4 August at 8pm we will be holding our monthly meeting at the Sturt 
Street Community Centre. 
 
Our entertainment is scheduled to be a presentation on the recent ANBC Show and 
a summation of the delegates meeting. 
 
No birds are scheduled to be exhibited at this monthly meeting. 
 
All members are requested to bring some supper for sharing at the completion of 
the meeting. 
 

Monthly meeting – Tuesday 1 September 2015. 
Our September meeting will be the 2015 President's Cup. 
 
The rules for the Cup for 2015 are simple but challenging.  Members are asked to 
bring a hen and cock along (separate cages) with the ring number of the birds 
benched ending in the number 5. 
 
The age of the bird is irrelevant, but the ring number must end in a 5. 
 
A separate flyer will be emailed to our members closer to the date with a reminder 
of this year's event. 
 

Vale – Andrew Stock 
In late May, we were all deeply saddened to learn that Andrew Stock passed away 
in the Flinders Medical Centre. 
 
Andrew had been a member of our Club for only a couple of years, but had been a 
long term member of both the Port Pirie and North East Budgerigar Clubs.  Andrew 
had also recently taken on the role of Treasurer of the BCSA. 
 
Andrew was a young member in our hobby, but was determined to progress from 
Novice to Intermediate and then set his sights on achieving promotion to the Open 
classification which he achieved at this year's Logan Shield. 
 
Andrew was also passionate regarding the future of our hobby and was always look-
ing for opportunities to progress the fancy and improve the friendship between 
members of our Clubs. 
 
He will be very much missed. 



BSSA Ron Norman/Brasea State Show 2015 
    Saturday 4 July 

 

Major Award Judge: Neale Love 
'BRASEA' Judge: Kelwyn Kakoschke, JohnRice 

Class Judges: Kerry Murphy, Stephen Elliott, Ian McEwan 

Birds Entered: 289             Birds Benched: 265 

SPONSORS:- ELENBEE BIRD SUPPLIES & YANKALILLA SEEDS/NATURE’S HARVEST  
 

RESULTS 
GRAND CHAMPION  J & W Weidenhofer Clearbody Grey Cock 
Reserve Champion Cock  C & T Murphy  Lacewing White Cock 
Reserve Champion Hen  J & W Weidenhofer Normal Grey Green Hen 
Third Champion Cock  M & K Murphy  Cinn Wing Gry Grn Ck 
Third Champion Hen  M & K Murphy  Normal Skyblue Hen 
Fourth Champion Cock  J & W Weidenhofer Opaline Grey Cock  
Fourth Champion Hen  Butterworth & Stone Normal Dark Green Hen 
 
CHAMPION 
INTERMEDIATE   R & I Field   Dom Pied Dark Grn Cock 
Reserve Intermediate Cock R & I Field   Opaline Lt Green Cock 
Reserve Intermediate Hen Tracy Haskell  Normal Violet Hen 
 
CHAMPION NOVICE  Wayne Bandt  Normal Grey Cock 
Reserve Novice Cock  Wayne Bandt  Albino Cock 
Reserve Novice Hen  G England & Sons  Dom Pied Op Lt Grn Hen 
 
BEST OF VARIETY 
Best Normal Green Series  M & K Murphy 
Best Normal Grey Green   J & W Weidenhofer 
Best Normal Blue Series   M & K Murphy 
Best Normal Grey    Wayne Bandt 
Best English Y/F Blue   M & K Murphy 
Best Dilute     G England & Sons 
Best Lutino     Butterworth & Stone 
Best Albino     Wayne Bandt 
Best Cinnamonwing   M & K Murphy 
Best Spangle D/F    G England & Sons 



Best Opaline    J & W Weidenhofer 
Best Opaline AOSV    M & K Murphy 
Best Normal Spangle   Graham Evans 
Best Spangle AOSV    J & W Weidenhofer 
Best Dominant Pied   G England & Sons 
Best AOV     J & W Weidenhofer 
 
BRASEA AWARDS 
Best Blackeye Self    Butterworth & Stone 
Best Lacewing    C & T Murphy 
Best Clearbody    J & W Weidenhofer 
Best Fallow     Ian McEwan 
Best Clearwing    M & K Murphy 
Best Crested     Ian Jenke 
 

SPECIAL AWARDS 
Best Normal Visual Violet  Butterworth & Stone 
Best Greywing    Wayne Bandt 
Best Golden Faced Blue   J & W Weidenhofer  
Best Danish Recessive Pied  J & W Weidenhofer 
 

SHOW MANAGERS REPORT 

It’s certainly been a busy time with the Nationals, shows, auctions and the breeding 

season upon us.  Congratulations to those who had success at the State pre selection 

show and in the Nationals held in Western Australia. 

The Ron Norman Annual/Brasea State show produced better than expected numbers 

and more than previous years with 265 being benched.  We lost a team of birds with 

last year’s Champion Vicki Sanford on the flu recovery list.  

Once again thank you to all the membership for a truly magnificent effort which re-

sulted in a successful and busy show.  Congratulations to all the major award winners. 

Neale Love finished the day off well with a very interesting talk on the hobby in 

Queensland which created a real interest to the members on the day. 

Our Major Award judge Neale Love and his wife Karen had a busy but wonderful time 

in Adelaide.  They were amazed at the Sue Adams story in 45 minutes. Saturday cul-

minated with Judging, an aviary visit to Kelwyn’s, a trip to Victor Harbor and back to 

Old Noarlunga for tea with Jim Butterworth and Maria Stone.  Up early on Sunday for 

a trip to the airport.  They enjoyed their visit and regret not staying on to associate 

with other members.  



The second and third tickets issued by the stewards after judging seems to have been 

accepted at both shows and it has certainly taken the pressure off ticket writing.  If 

anyone has any ideas which they would like introduced the show manager and com-

mittee would be more than happy to consider them.  

We now concentrate on our breeding programs and I wish everyone the best as the 

combined NEBS/BSSA Interclub challenge is not far away.  Lets keep the trophy in our 

cabinet. 

Wayne Weidenhofer - BSSA Show Manager      

******* 

 

41st Australian National Budgerigar Championships 
Hosted by: Western Australia Budgerigar Council Inc. 

Bendigo Bank Stadium, MANDURAH  
Saturday, 20 June 2015 and Sunday, 21 June 2015 

 
    Overall Points 

 
Victoria      538 
South Queensland     472 
New South Wales     457 
South Australia     374 
Tasmania      315 
Western Australia     314 
Nth & Central Queensland   257 
 
Note: Overall points exclude Demo class points 
 
Judges: Gary Armstrong; Gary Gazzard; Neale Love ; Allan Michael. 
 

Class Winners 
 
NORMAL GREEN   H George   South Queensland 
NORMAL GREY GREEN  H George   South Queensland 
NORMAL BLUE   H George   South Queensland 
NORMAL VIOLET   H George   South Queensland 
NORMAL GREY   D Charlton   Victoria 
YELLOW FACED BLUE  A & C Druery  New South Wales 
AUST. GOLDEN FACED BLUE  B Kirstenfeldt  South Queensland 
BLACK EYED SELF   R & C Ogden   Nth & Central Queensland 



DILUTE    B Martin   Victoria 
LUTINO    J Leong   Victoria 
ALBINO    C & B Gearing  Western Australia 
CLEARWING    Kakoschke & Rice  South Australia 
GREYWING    A Baxter   Victoria 
CINNAMONWING   H George   South Queensland 
SPANGLE DOUBLE FACTOR  John Barden  New South Wales 
OPALINE    H George   South Queensland 
OPALINE AOSV   Kakoschke & Rice  South Australia 
CLEARBODY    J & W Weidenhofer South Australia 
LACEWING    B Kirstenfeldt  South Queensland 
FALLOW    K & C Gough   South Queensland 
SPANGLE    J Ennis   Victoria 
SPANGLE AOSV   C & B Gearing  Western Australia 
DOMINANT PIED   H George   South Queensland 
RECESSIVE PIED   Howard & Home  Tasmania 
CREST     K & S Alsop   Victoria 
DARK EYED CLEAR   B Schuster   Nth & Central Queensland 
 

BIRD CARER REPORT FROM THE MANDURAH NATIONAL SHOW 2015 
 
The three SA bird carers for 2015 were John Mulley, Ian Marshall and Doug Lange. 
Twenty three of 29 exhibitors at the Logan Shield had at least one bird selected in the 
80 strong Team that we took away. The 22 birds from one exhibitor formed the back-
bone of the Team. Spotting is an essential part of exhibiting budgerigars and most 
exhibitors complied to the extent that we requested on the show schedule. Spotting 
was of a very high standard from some exhibitors but a few made no attempt. Some 
did not use the entry form supplied with the show schedule to enter their birds, 
some do not supply ring numbers and some omit their required personalised ring 
code when they do supply their ring numbers meaning that the volunteers who man-
age the show have to waste their time chasing up these details. 
 
Use of the reserve set of BCSA carry cages for transporting the Team from the Logan 
Shield to the holding area greatly simplified this operation. This and drop off of the 
remaining birds the day before departure went smoothly. All birds were chirpy with 
firm tails with none scratched before departure. 
 
The expanded Team (now up to 81 birds with extra classes and three birds benched) 
were comfortably accommodated in the new and larger BCSA travel cages. Potential 
flight' delays will no longer be a worry for us now that the birds have adequate space 
to be accommodated for an extended period. The BCSA hired an SUV at Perth airport 



to provide own transport to minimise delays between the airport and the national 
show venue and to facilitate Bird Carer movement between accommodation and the 
show venue given the early starts and distance between accommodation and the 
show venue. 
 
One bird had to be scratched on show day. Multiple blood feathers concealed under a 
layer of mature cap feathers had ruptured during travel and it wasn't possible to re-
pair the damage to enable that one bird to be benched. We notified the owner on the 
day. SA was the only State/Zone unable to bench three darkeyed clears as this compo-
site variety hasn't caught on in SA. The extra birds and extra classes necessitated 
splitting the benching and judging of birds on the first day into morning and afternoon 
sessions with only an hour changeover to clean cages and bench the afternoon set. 
This was hectic but achievable with good organisation from the show officials and the 
Bid Carers from all seven States/Zones. 
 
The SA birds in most classes were generally placed in the same order as judged at the 
Logan Shield, allowing for the fact that similar birds closely positioned at one show 
can easily swap positions at the next show. Judging of the crest class against the new 
Crested Standard was educational. Apart from crests needing to be centrally placed 
full circles, their feather density within the crest has to be such that there is no longer 
any doubt about it being the most prominent feature of the variety. Similar corrective 
actions to other parts of The Standard might be useful to reinforce varietal features in 
some of the other classes. Every bird gets a 'rosette which makes it a challenge to 
bring 80 rosettes back without incurring excess baggage costs. SA is only next door to 
WA but despite that it was noticeable that our state had very few supporters attend-
ing the show. 
 
Pickup of birds went smoothly back in Adelaide with everyone collecting their birds 
when they said they would. SA will be down one of the regular away Bird Carers for 
Hobart next year, so that provides an opportunity to introduce new blood. The re-
placement needs to be able to spot and manage birds, or be enthusiastic enough to 
learn and to contribute with the aim to become a regular member of the Team. Some-
one from within the group of 23 successful SA exhibitors at the Logan Shield would be 
a good place to' look for such a person. 
 
To conclude, the standard of birds at Mandurah across all classes was extraordinarily 
high, possibly because the 2015 show birds were rung with black rings over two 
breeding seasons producing a larger than usual population of budgerigars from which 
to select for exhibition. 

 
 

http://day.SA
http://costs.SA
http://would.SA


BCSA PRESIDENTS REPORT 2015  
 
The year has been reasonably quiet post the 2014 National. 
 
After 13 odd years as President of the BCSA it is time for me to step aside. The intent 
was to not hold any position going forward but due to the shortage of volunteers for 
most positions I will take on the Ring Officers role to guide the new arrangement 
through its infancy. 
 
The passing of Andrew Stock was the lowlight of the year. Thank you to John Mulley 
for stepping in to get all treasury information in order for the AGM. 
 
Doreece is retiring from the Committee - being on board since day one. A greater con-
tribution you could not ask for. A sincere and deserved thanks to you Doreece. 
 
Congratulations to Jason and Wayne Weidenhofer and Kakoschke and Rice on their 
wins at this year's National event. 
 
The BCSA is in a sound position financially but this should not be taken for granted. 
 
Peter Glassenbury has nominated for President and I wish him well in that role. This is 
the only nomination that we have received - other than the Ring Officers role noting 
those that usually hold positions are hopeful that others might nominate at the AGM. 
 
We have not had an official Secretary since 2007 - this role I have reluctantly `held' 
during this period.: I trust someone from within the committee will step into this role 
 
Thankyou to the full committee for your input this year. Yours in the fancy 

  
Nigel Tonkin 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BCSA Treasurers Report 2015 
 
Income and expenditure for the operating account for the financial year 2013-4 is 
shown in the balance sheet. The balance brought forward was $8277.81 for the ac-
count and the total income of $63630.70 and the total expenditure of $64789.81 giv-
ing a current statement balance of $7118.70 in the operating account. Unpresented 
cheques totalling $10.00 gives net operating funds of $7106.70 in this account. 
 
At first glance the increase in operating capital, year on year, of $6408.04 suggests a 
sound year has eventuated, however this increase is mainly due to accumulated in-
terest from the term deposit of $3278.07 and receipt of funds from the Grand Chan-
cellor for room commissions from the National event of $3170.68 being brought into 
the, general operating funds. 
 
The ANBC account, held separate to better understand the overall position of our 
event, has been closed and the balance of $8582.65 reassigned to the general ac-
count. When injected funds are deducted, that was used for working capital a nomi-
nal profit was achieved for this event of $118.43. Further payouts during the 2014-15 
period sees the overall figure equating to a loss of around $500 which was a credita-
ble outcome overall. 
 
Rings sales for 2014-15 ;periods suggests a loss however there are outstanding pay-
ments for this period that have been paid after 30th June and delayed due to the un-
timely passing of our treasurer. 
 
Without income generated from our deposits the Council traded at an operating loss 
of $1169.11 for the period and we must continue to be vigilant and cater for expens-
es with proven income before incurring the actual expense payment. 
 
To ensure this occurs the interest from the investments should be allowed to accrue 
in the deposits to clearly indicate to all the general trading position of Council. 
 
In all the year was a success and the Council remains financially viable to continue 
operations into the future. 
 
John Mulley 
BCSA Temporary Treasurer 10/6/2015 
 
 
 
 



Budgerigar Council of South Australia Inc Financial Accounts to June 30, 2015 
 
Date               Details   Deposits                                  Balance     
01/07/2014                                  $      8,277.81 

Affiliated Club Fees $ 500.00 
Auction Proceeds  $ 5,634.00 
Auction / Show Raffles $ 137.00 
Memberships  $ 1,350.00 
WABC Travel Reimburs. $ 300.00 
Miscellaneous  $ 313.00 
Ring Sales   $ 3,079.80  
Ring Postage  $ 20.70 
Ring Surcharges  $ 2.00 
Term Deposit from ANZ $ 52,294.20 
Total Income for Year $ 63,630.70    $        71,908.51 

        Expenses 
Auction Payouts     $ 3,766.00 
Rings      $ 5,455.91 
Bank Charges     $ 35.40 
UBBSA      $ 10.00 
Logan Show Expenses    $ 300.50 
ANBC Affiliation     $ 300.00 
Honorariums Mandurah    $ 750.00 
Hall Hire      $ 660.00 
Insurance      $ .60.00 
Web Page Costs     $ 397.50 
Auction costs     $ 80.20 
Rosettes Logan     $ 614.18 
Carry Cage Construction    $ 694.36 
Freight Nationals     $ 380.00 
Car Hire Nationals     $ 618.38 
DVDs Lutbff Lecture    $ 667.38 
Set up Term.Deposit at Credit Union  $ 50,000.00 
Total Expenses for Year    $ 64,789.81  $ 64,789.81 
Expected Balance from above transactions       $     7,118.70 
 

30/06/2015 Actual Balance as per Operating Statement                $            7,118.70 
 less unpresented cheques (1)                  $                  10.00   
Net Balance operating statement       $            7,108.70 
  
Term Deposits - People's Choice due 14/7/15          $ 50,000.00 
 (Six month interest $818.22) 
Total Funds of BCSA as at 30/6/15       $ 57,118.70 
 
Original Signed - Acting Treasurer BCSA - John Mulley                Auditor - Peter Glassenbury 

 



Steady Progress is the way to succeed 
 

"The quickest way to the top is to go to the leading breeders of the day, purchase birds, 
pair them up and you are made." 
I would suggest that this is the major 'misconception of the day' - the reason why I say 
this is because many have tried it and most have failed. The rationality of why they fail is 
because, like with most other live-stock, their breeding results have been unpredictable 
and there has been insufficient knowledge to maxi-mise in their purchases. 
In a recent editorial I spoke of the need for a mentor, someone that a Beginner can look 
upon as his `local authority' and who is willing to give up time and to help him. This men-
tor does not necessarily have to be a Champion because like many other work and leisure 
activities, the most intensive learning period is during the early cycle of events.This is es-
pecially so for things such as show preparation, ringing chicks and dealing with minor dis-
asters. Where they are not likely to have the experience is for the finer points of pair se-
lection or dealing with serious problems such as a prolapse in a hen, for example. This is 
where, in the U.K. the Budgerigar Society Helpline can come into play or your more expe-
rienced Champion. 
 
Reserve birds 
The quickest way to become dis-illusioned with the hobby is to make what appears to be 
a certain, sure fire investment that falls flat on its face. The simple illustration of this can 
be seen when visiting any of the aviaries throughout the World during the breeding sea-
son. How many have their breeding pairs in the cages with virtually no reserve birds flying 
in the flights. So O.K., some may be there for noise generation 
but you can bet your life that the majority will be there as back up breeding birds, to re-
place those that fail. 
It is therefore hardly surprising when that expensive pair that was purchased recently, 
fails to re-produce, - the law of averages are clearly weighted against you. To make 
matters worse, the more highly bred the birds are and the better the quality, the more 
temperamental they are likely to be in the breeding cage. 
 
Limit your purchases 
The point that all this leads to is one of the reasons for structuring the exhibiting ranks as 
they are - to enable competition amongst exhibit-ors with similar experience and a simi-
lar standard of bird. It is my view that Beginners and Novices that consistently win Best in 
Show awards in top competition, should be compelled to show as Intermediates as a min-
imum requirement. If this follows then Beginners should pur-chase stock from Novices, 
Novices from Intermediates and Inter-mediates and Champions from Champions. In this 
way there is movement of birds created within the hobby, there is an improvement in 
quality as the ranks progress and as you acquire higher bred birds that are more difficult 
to reproduce with, so your experience has also in-creased to deal with this compli-cation. 
Unfortunately, the only market that the Beginner has is to the pet trade, but this is often 
the case anyway. 



An Ideal World, you may think, but one that would perhaps keep the hobby in perspective 
and retain fanciers throughout all levels. Unfortunately, also a non-starter because as 
often as not, money talks louder than common sense. 

******* 
 

"WATCH THE WATER", SAYS DERRICK B0WLEY 
 

In my opinion all fanciers should take as much care with the water they give their birds as 
they do when selecting their seed. I am quite sure that no fancier would provide their 
stock with inferior or unclean seed, yet the same care does not always appear to have 
been taken with the provision of water. 
In some aviaries I have visited the water fountains have been discoloured with green al-
gae. It would seem that provided that the birds have some water, that is all that matters. 
Another point that I would make is that when fanciers purchase new stock, they frequent-
ly enquire as to the methods of feeding but never ask about the water supply. This supply 
quite often varies from area to area, it can be hard or soft and may or may not contain 
fluoride. I am not sure that all of it is good for birds to drink and would like an experts 
opinion on this point. 
Cleanliness is essential and the water should be changed at least every two days. During 
the breeding season and throughout the summer months, as far as I am concerned daily 
changing is of utmost importance. 
 
Dead in shell 
In my area the water is very hard. Kettles and other utensils have to be de-scaled on a reg-
ular basis. At one time, years ago, most homes used to have a water softener in the kitch-
en and this made a tremendous difference, with the end product being a beautiful soft 
water supply. I mention this because when I came out of the Royal Air Force and restarted 
with Budgerigars I had a large percentage of dead in shell and noticed that the shells were 
really hard. It was little wonder that the chicks could not break out. 
I had joined the Burton-on-Trent CBS about the same time and discussed this problem at 
one of our meetings. One of the older generation of Canary breeders soon put me right 
with some excellent advice, as I was told that hard shells were due to the local water and 
that if I used boiled water, this problem would soon disappear. The advice was very pro-
phetic and proved correct. I had very few dead in shell cases the following season and this 
is a practice that I have kept up even to this day. A gallon container of boiled water is al-
ways available in the kitchen. 
The initial part of this experiment was carried out with rain water, as most householders 
in those days had a water tub to catch the rain water. These tubs have long gone and 
modern plumbing takes the rain water straight into the drains. I am a great believer in 
using boiled water and the number of dead in shell chicks is minimal. 
With regard to putting additives in the water, I am-not too keen on this, but do admit to 
adding vitamin drops to the water about two months prior to the start of the breeding 
season. 



 
K & J Kakoschke  -  22 Wins Nigel Tonkin  -  2  Wins D Lomman - 1 Win 

Normal Green  - 1980,1984 Spangle  -  1993 Violet - 2014* 

Normal Blue  -  1980,1984 Hens  -  1988  

Red Eye Self  -  1977,1979,1983,1984,1986    

Clearwing  -  1980 R Arnold  -  1  Win  

Cinnamonwing  -  1981,1993 Normal Blue  -  1977  

Opaline  -  1986    

Fallow  -  1982,1986 B Coventry  -  1  Win  

Lacewing  -  1986 Dominant Pied  -  1977  

Dominant Pied  -  1980,1982,1986    

Yellow Face  -  1984 R & E Deslandes  -  1  Win  

Hens  -  1977,1982 Greywing  -  1980  

     

Kakoschke & Rice  -  9 Wins Graham Evans  -  1 Win  

Normal Green  -  2005 Normal Green  -  1981  

Clearwing  -  2005,2010, 2015    

Opaline  -  2011 Alan Kett  -  1  Win  

Opaline AOSV  -  2010, 2015 Normal Blue  -  1981  

Crested  -  2005    

Dark Factor Green/Blue  -  2003 Stan Watson  -  1  Win  

  Hens  -  1981  

Geoff Smith  -  5  Wins    

Opaline  -  1984 Malcolm Aspen  -  1  Win  

Dominant Pied  -  1981,1983,1984,1985 Opaline  -  1985  

     

Wayne Weidenhofer  -  5  Wins Marie & Kerry Murphy  -  1  Win  

Yellow Face  -  1977,1978,1979,1980 Spangle  -  1989  

Clearbody - 2015    

 Lynn Ray  -  1  Win  

Deane Trevellion  -  3  Wins Dominant Pied  -  1990  

Clearwing  -  1981    

Greywing  -  1983 Ron Norman  -  1  Win  

Fallow  -  1985 Hens  -  1996  

     

Peter Glassenbury  -  3  Wins Mike Crossley  -  1  Win  

Blackeye  -  1980,1992,2009* Yellow Face  -  2002 *  

     

Ethel Dobie  -  2  Wins Peter Simic  -  1  Win  

Lutino  -  1975 Recessive Pied  -  2010  

Dominant Pied  -  1975    

  Note: Both Geoff Smith and   

Gordon Lowe  -  2  Wins W Weidenhoffer would be ANBC  *Indicates a past or current BSSA 

Opaline  -  1979 members, however ANBC by member who did not enter with  

Yellow face  -  1983 laws only count wins since the BSSA team for Logan Shield  

  1983 when all seven states  pre selection event. 

G & E Duffield  -  2  Wins became full members and  

Black eye  -  1975 participants  

Clearwing  -  1994   

BSSA Hall of Fame - ANBC Class Winners 



 

MAGILL GRAIN STORE 

( JOHN & TONY WALLIS ) 

574 Magill Road Magill  SA  5072 
  

STOCK FOODS  

 

POULTRY & HORSE REQUISITES 

 

TOP QUALITY BIRD SEEDS 
 

White French Millet 20kg    

Plain Canary 20kg    

Jap Millet  20kg    

Fisher Mix 20kg    

Magill Budgie Mix 20kg  

(Please phone for a price) 

 

PHONE : (08) 8331 8159 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LIFE MEMBERS CONT 2001: Mr. C Murphy; 2004: Mr. K Murphy, Mrs. M Murphy 
2008: Mr J Fisher; 2012 Mr K Wing. 

B.S.S.A. CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS SCORING SYSTEM 
February to November (Monthly Meetings) 

(20 cents entry per bird) 
1st = 3 points, 2nd = 2 points, 3rd = 1 point 

Bird of the Night = 3 points 
Annual, Breeders, Novice, Deane Trevellion and Unbroken Cap Shows  

Each Class  
1st = 3 points, 2nd = 2 points, 3rd = 1 point 

 
 

  
 

  OPEN   INTERMEDIATE  

M & K MURPHY 147  R & I FIELD  77 

J & W WEIDENHOFER  114 TRACY HASKELL  39 

BUTTERWORTH & STONE   51  ALLAN KETT   18 

     MICHAEL CROSSLEY   45   

S ELLIOTT  38 NOVICE  

C & T MURPHY 26  WAYNE BANDT   204 

ROBERT WORRALL  22  G ENGLAND & SONS  188 

G & B JONES  20 IAN JENKE  70 

KEVIN SMITH  20  BEN HALE  16 

D TREVARTHAN 20 LIBBY THOMAS  14 

G STEARNES  18 K & J HARRIS  10 

IAN MCEWAN  17 PAUL SOUL  3 

GRAHAM EVANS 15   

D LOMMAN 14   

S ADAMS 7   

    

    

    


